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Abstract
Jakarta has entered an era of chronic flooding that is annually affecting
tens of thousands of people, most of whom are crowded into low-income
neighbourhoods in flood-prone areas of the city. As the greater Jakarta
mega-urban region—Jabodetabek—approaches the 30 million population
mark and the sources of flooding become ever more complex through
combinations of global climate change and human transformations of the
urban landscape, government responses to flooding pursued primarily
through canal improvements fall further behind rising flood risks. Years
of field observation and archival and ethnographic research are brought
together in a political ecology framework to answer key questions concerning
how government responses to flooding continue without significant
participation of affected residents, who are being compelled to relocate when
floods occur. How do urban development processes in Jakarta contribute
to chronic flooding? How does flooding arise from and further generate
compound disasters that cascade through Jakarta’s expanding mega-urban
region? What is the potential for neighbourhoods and communities to
collaboratively respond through socially and environmentally meaningful
initiatives and activities to address chronic flooding? Floods, urban land
use changes, spatial marginalization, and community mobilization open
new political dynamics and possibilities for addressing floods in ways that
also assist neighbourhoods in gaining resilience. The urgency of floods as
problems to be solved is often interpreted as a need for immediate solutions
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related only to flood management, but community resilience is more
crucially attained in non-emergency times by expanding rights to dwell in
this city, build houses, and create vernacular communities, livelihoods, and
social support networks.
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Introduction

F

looding is now the leading form of environmental disaster around the
world in terms of frequency and scale, with costs that have increased
tenfold over the past half century.1 Cities in Southeast Asia contribute
to global trends by becoming sites of disastrous chronic flooding.2 Prevailing
policy regimes have depoliticized discourses on the causes and consequences
of flooding by focusing attention on global climate change and other acts
of nature, inadequate water management infrastructure, and lowerclass canal dwellers who are blamed for filling waterways with garbage and
other waste.3
Equally important but often not included in flood prevention discourses
are the large-scale changes in land uses that are simultaneously widening
the social divide in access to land, housing, and urban amenities while
undermining the ecology of waterways. In addition to compelling low-income
populations to crowd into high-risk flood zones, these projects cover land
with non-porous surfaces, blocking natural flows of water and intensifying
the unsustainable extraction of groundwater.4 In Jakarta, the city only has
____________________
1 CRED (Center for Research on Environmental Decisions), “International Disaster Database
– Natural Disaster Trends,” 2006, http://www.emdat.be/natural-disasters-trends, accessed 17 January
2014.
2 Peter J. Marcotullio, “Urban Water-Related Environmental Transitions in Southeast Asia,”
Sustainability Science no. 1 (2007): 27–54; Mike Douglass, “The Urban Transition of Environmental
Disaster Governance in Asia,” Asia Research Institute Working Paper Series 210 (2013), http://www.ari.
nus.edu.sg/publication_details.asp?pubtypeid=WP&pubid=2334, accessed 9 June 2014.
3 EEPSEA (Economy and Environment Program for Southeast Asia), “Climate Change and
Southeast Asia – Compilation of Vulnerability Database,” 2009, http://www.eepsea.cc-sea.org/pages/
resource/sociecon.html, accessed 17 January 2014; Joseph Alcamo, “Climate Change and the Changing
Frequency of Floods and Droughts: Scenario Analysis of Risk and Adaptation in Europe,” IOP Earth
and Environmental Science 6, no. 292016 (2009); Bryson Bates et al., Climate Change and Water (London:
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2008).
4 Bede Sheppard, Condemned Communities: Forced Evictions in Jakarta (New York: Human Rights
Watch, 2006); N. Arambepola and Gabrielle Iglesias, Effective Strategies for Urban Flood Risk Management
(Bangkok: Asian Disaster Preparedness Center, 2009); Corey J.A. Bradshaw et al., “Global Evidence
that Deforestation Amplifies Flood Risk and Severity in the Developing World,” Global Change Biology
13, no. 11 (2007): 2379–2395; H. Hahm and M. Fisher, Jakarta: Flood-Free? Sustainable Flood Mitigation
Measures (Jakarta: World Bank, 2009).
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one-third (60 km2) of the ideal scale of green and penetrable area needed
for natural draining in years with normal rainfall.5 Urban villages are also
becoming more densely settled even as Jakarta’s middle class suburbanizes
and the population growth of Jakarta slowed to just 1.4 percent per year from
2000 to 2010.
An analysis of chronic flooding in Jakarta, the most spatially extensive city
region in Indonesia, calls attention to the relationships between natural
ecologies and urban development, which intrinsically involve political and
economic decisions that intermix with social and cultural values. This paper
utilizes a political ecology framework to examine the question: how do
relations of power driving urban development processes in Jakarta contribute
and respond to the problem of chronic flooding? In answering this question
the discussion below first interrogates the political ecology of macro spatial
transformations of the greater Jakarta region of Jabodetabek that have
generated flood-related compound disasters, which include sea level rise,
unusual weather events, tidal floods, land subsidence, and massive destruction
of vulnerable communities located in high flood-risk areas. The discussion
then turns to neighbourhood- and community-level assessments of initiatives
and actions with a view toward identifying promising directions for
participatory solutions to chronic flooding in marginalized communities. By
using a political ecology framework to interpret findings from field research,
this paper affirms that the existence of an active civil society in the midst of
spatial marginalization in relation to environmental degradation and
mismanagement opens new political dynamics and is potentially gaining
possibilities to address floods along with increasing neighbourhood resilience.
Primary data in this paper is from seven years of continuous field
observation and ethnographic interviews of residents of flood-prone areas
and supporting non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in North Jakarta
and the Ciliwung River, cross-referenced with reports from newspaper
archives, the spatial plan of Jakarta (RTRW/Rencana Tata Ruang Wilayah
[Regional Spatial Plan] 2030), and the city’s mid-term plan (RPJMD/Rencana
Pembangunan Jangka Menengah Daerah [Mid-term Local Development
Plan] 2013–2017). The identification of residents to be interviewed in the
fieldwork started from the identification of community initiatives along
the water, particularly the Ciliwung River and the north coast of Jakarta. The
first resident interviewees were selected and approached based on their
involvement in flood-related social movements, and afterwards the
respondents were identified through a snowballing approach and regular
discussions with members of the communities. Interviews focus on their
everyday life activities, observed changes in the city, relationship with Jakarta’s
____________________
5 WHO, Floods in Jakarta, Banten, and West Java Province, Republic of Indonesia (Geneva: World
Health Organization, 2007).
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waterways, experiences of being flooded and expectations for the future of
Jakarta, as well as their past and present efforts to achieve those aspirations.
Community mobilizations on the Ciliwung River in Jakarta are particularly
significant for analysis for two main reasons: first, the Ciliwung is the main
river in Jakarta and is often pointed to as the major source of torrential
floods, for which government-backed engineering projects are hailed as the
solution. Second, the Ciliwung River features an extensive network of
communities along the watershed, which may not be homogenous but are
able to conduct consistent advocacy activities for environmental restoration
of the river.
The Political Ecology of Urban Floods
“Natural disasters occur in a political space. They are not driven by
politics, nor are they immune from politics.” 6
Coined by Thone (1935)7 and developed more fully by Wolf (1972),8 political
ecology has more recently become a widely recognized framework for
integrating ecological studies with political economy understandings of the
motives and outcomes of human interactions with nature.9 A political ecology
framework brings two crucial dimensions to policy-oriented research on
flooding. One is that flooding occurs in political space in both its origins
and social consequences. Its origins invariably show the hand of human
interventions in natural ecologies, and its impacts do not fall evenly among
people, but rather work through social, political, and economic differences
and divides with effects that typically weigh most heavily on marginalized
members of society. Likewise, an environmental disaster can be seen as a
rupture in the status quo that has a variety of possible outcomes ranging
from reinforcing the power of dominant forces to mobilizing social energies
for political reform.
As explained in the following sections of this paper, flooding in Jakarta
occurs in a socially unequal setting in which land ownership and development
compels marginalized households to live in areas with a high risk of flooding.
Unequal power distribution in urban space is also likely to place the blame
on marginalized populations for clogging waterways with uncontrolled
____________________
6 Charles Cohen and Eric D. Werker, “Political Economy of ‘Natural’ Disasters,” The Journal of
Conflict Resolution 52, no. 6 (2008): 795–819.
7 F. Thone, “Nature Rambling: We Fight for Grass,” The Science Newsletter 27 (1935): 717.
8 Eric Wolf, “Ownership and Political Ecology,” Anthropological Quarterly 45, no. 3 (1972): 201–205.
9 Piers Blaikie, The Political Economy of Soil Erosion in Developing Countries (London: Longman,
1985); Piers Blaikie and Harold Brookfield, Land Degradation and Society (London: Methuen, 1987);
Richard Peet, Paul Robbins, and Michael Watts, “Global Nature,” Global Political Ecology (New York:
Routledge, 2010).
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disposal of waste materials.10 Their vulnerability and ascribed reputations as
degraders of the environment also makes lower-income settlements located
along waters constantly susceptible to forced relocations as a presumed
necessity for managing flooding through canal dredging, widening, and
clean-ups. Once new infrastructure is in place, land areas that are presumably
safer from floods become more attractive as sites for projects directed toward
affluent users and consumers. These engineering projects for flood mitigation,
presented as scientifically sound solutions without acknowledging the
relations of power that drive them, can be detrimental to marginalized
livelihoods and may even increase environmental degradation.11
The second contribution of political ecology perspectives is the focus on
entire regional ecosystems, rather than on only one dimension such as water.
As previously noted, a major reason for chronic flooding in cities in Asia is
its treatment by government authorities as a water management problem
instead of an outcome of ecological deterioration of land-based and water
resources. In cities such as Jakarta, flooding is not only due to global climate
change but also fundamentally to the intensity of human settlement
manifested in covering land with non-porous materials, the sinking of cities
due to excessive groundwater extraction, filling in natural drainage landscapes
with buildings, and changes in land uses in upland areas. Political ecology
perspectives direct attention to the need to systematically and critically analyze
the spatiality of socio-ecological changes in environmental degradation that
are manifested in geographies of advantage and disadvantage.12
Together, the politics of transformations of land use and ecological
change call for a multi-scalar approach to research. Specifically in the case
of the extended mega-urban regions of Asia, two key scales are the microgeographies of community formations in flood-risk areas and the city region
scale of relations between land use changes and the urban ecology. To
date, research on these scales has been separate and without articulation in
either case studies or policy. This paper argues that actions at either scale
must coordinate with the other if sustainable solutions are to be found.
Jakarta in Asia’s New Age of Chronic Urban Flooding
The explosive expansion of Jakarta from the 1980s has witnessed a thorough
alteration of the built environment and extraordinary growth in population.
____________________
10 Mark Pelling, “The Political Ecology of Flood Hazard in Urban Guyana,” Geoforum 30 (1999):
249–61.
11 Timothy Forsyth, Critical Political Ecology: The Politics of Environmental Science (London:
Routledge, 2013).
12 Erik Swyngedouw and Nikolas C. Heynen, “Urban Political Ecology, Justice and the Politics of
Scale,” Antipode 35, no. 5 (2003): 898–918; Nikolas C. Heynen, Maria Kaika, and Erik Swyngedouw,
“Urban Political Ecology: Politicizing the Production of Urban Natures,” in The Nature of Cities: Urban
Political Ecology and the Politics of Urban Metabolism, eds. Nikolas C. Heynen, Maria Kaika, and Erik
Swyngedouw (New York: Routledge, 2006), 1–20.
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For the larger Jakarta mega-urban region of Jabodetabek,13 about a quarter
of a million new migrants are added to its population each year. By 2020,
the total population of Jabodetabek is expected to reach 35 million.14 This
magnitude is not exceptional in Asia today, amidst the most rapid urban
transitions in history. Major cities are all experiencing more frequent and
more damaging episodes of flooding.15
The number of recorded floods in Jakarta fluctuates (figure 1),16 but
nowadays almost every heavy shower causes some flooding somewhere in
Figure 1
Number of Reported Floods in Jakarta (1994–2013)
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Source: Data & Informasi Bencana Indonesia [Data & Information of Disasters in Indonesia],
2013, http://dibi.bnpb.go.id/DesInventar/dashboard.jsp?countrycode=id&continue=y&lang=ID,
accessed 9 June 2014.
____________________
13 As the mega-urban region of Jakarta has expanded, so has the name for it. It began in the
1970s with Jabotabek, then Jabodetabek with the addition of Depok in the 1990s, and now JabodetabekPunjur to signal its expansion toward Bandung (particularly Puncak and Cianjur). Jabodetabek is
used here and is interchangeable with all other names given to this mega-urban region.
14 Dewi Kurniawati, “Jakarta Faces Swelling Population and Shortfall of Proper Housing,” Jakarta
Globe, 4 November 2009.
15 UNISDR (United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction), Global Assessment
Report on Disaster Risk Reduction 2011 (New York: United Nations, 2011); Abhas Jha and Zuzana
Stanton-Geddes, Strong, Safe, and Resilient: Strategic Policy Guide for Disaster Risk Management in East
Asia and the Pacific (Washington, DC: World Bank, 2013); Mike Douglass, “The Urban Transition of
Environmental Disaster Governance in Asia,” Asia Research Institute Working Paper Series 210 (Singapore:
National University of Singapore, 2013), http://www.ari.nus.edu.sg/publication_details.asp?pubtypeid=
WP&pubid=2334, accessed 9 June 2014.
16 The official number of recorded floods is expected to be lower than the actual number of
flood occurrences, which may well be once a month or more for low-lying neighbourhoods such as
Kampung Pulo on the banks of the Ciliwung River or those along the coast.
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Jakarta.17 In its immediate manifestation, flooding is either the outcome of
heavy rains that cannot be channeled into city drains due to the city’s
inefficient drainage system, or of overflowing floodwaters from the Ciliwung
River’s upstream regions. Figure 1 also reveals that the number of floods
does not necessarily indicate the magnitude of flooding. In some years when
the numbers were low, a single major flood shut down the entire city, a
situation which occurred in 2002, 2007, and again in 2013.
Climate variability causing extreme weather events, such as unusual
torrential rains, increases concerns about flooding in Jakarta. Land
subsidence is by far the greatest contributor to what the World Bank
characterizes as “sinking Jakarta.” In some areas of North Jakarta subsidence
rates of 6 centimetres (cm) per year have been measured.18 Studies point to
the over-extraction of groundwater and the increasing numbers of skyscrapers
as major contributors to Jakarta sinking below sea level.19 Meanwhile, the
mean sea level rise in Jakarta Bay between 1925 and 2000 was at a rate of
0.57 cm per year, but is now shown to be increasing at least 1 cm per year.
As of 2007, 40 percent of the city was already below high-tide sea level.20 Tidal
floods have become more frequent and more severe in recent years, with
water up to 60 cm in the main thoroughfares and trade centre in North
Jakarta.21
In addition to coastal areas facing frequent inundation, annual episodes
of severe flooding appear throughout the city along its many waterways,
where the growing vulnerabilities of low-income households are the
manifestation of a new era of land development in Jakarta. Located on an
alluvial plain with thirteen rivers flowing through it (figure 2), Jakarta has a
long history of seasonal flooding during monsoons. In the past, however,
widespread flooding was not frequent, and until recent decades Jakarta’s
relatively small size in area and population meant that the impacts of flooding
were also substantially less severe than they are today. In contrast, the floods
of 1996, 2002, 2007, and 2013 were the greatest and most destructive ever
recorded in the city’s history.22
Even though Jakarta is greatly expanding outwards well beyond its
administrative boundaries, the intensity of land development in the urban
core has meant that low-income migrants as well as large numbers of people
of modest means who were born in Jakarta, and whose livelihoods depend
____________________
17 Deden Rukmana, “Jakarta Annual Flooding in 2011,” 2011, http://indonesiaurbanstudies.
blogspot.com/2011/02/jakarta-annual-flooding-in-february.html, accessed 17 January 2014.
18 Hahm and Fisher, Jakarta: Flood-Free?
19 WHO, Floods in Jakarta.
20 WHO, “Emergency Situation Report/ Flash Floods Indonesia,” 2009, http://www.searo.who.
int/en/Section23/Section1108/Section2077_13045.htm, accessed 17 January 2014.
21 Tempo, “Jokowi Pantau Lokasi Banjir Rob Pademangan” [Jokowi Inspects Location of Tidal
Flood in Pademangan] Tempo.co, 17 June 2013.
22 WHO, Floods in Jakarta; Tempo, “Jokowi Pantau.”
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Figure 2
Major Rivers and Canals of Jakarta

Source: Dinas Tata Air Provinsi DKI Jakarta, Posko Banjir Online [Flood Information Center
Online], 2013, http://www.poskobanjirjkt.net/ViewContentPage.aspx?Id=a0f1fb1b-0a29-44c2
-b3e2-97a1f2c872b0m, accessed 7 November 2013.

on staying in the city rather than bearing the cost of commuting from the
suburbs, are being crowded into houses with little or no infrastructure services
in the city’s most flood-prone areas.23 For Asia as a whole, in 2010 nearly
half a billion people were estimated to live in urban areas with little or
no infrastructure, an increase of 60 million since 1990.24 For Indonesia,
the number was estimated at about 26 percent of the national population
and for greater Jakarta in 2011 it was estimated at 5 million people.
____________________
23 Kenichiro Arai, “Only Yesterday in Jakarta: Property Boom and Consumptive Trends in the
Late New Order Metropolitan City,” Southeast Asian Studies 38, no. 4 (2001): 481–511; Tommy Firman,
“New Town Development in Jakarta Metropolitan Region: A Perspective of Spatial Segregation,”
Habitat International 28 (2004): 349–368; Andrea Peresthu, “Jakarta’s ‘Exurbia’ Kampongs,” 2005,
http://www.etsav.upc.edu/urbpersp/num01/inf01-1.htm, accessed 17 January 2014. The gap between
low-cost housing provision and demand continues to increase and is now reaching a deficit of 800,000
units (Danang Widoyoko, “Good Governance and Provision of Affordable Housing in DKI Jakarta,
Indonesia: Case Study” [Loughborough: WEDC, 2007], http://wedc.lboro.ac.uk/docs/research/
J11061/Good_Governance_and_Provision_of_Affordable_Housing_in_DKI_ Jakarta_Indonesia.pdf,
accessed 9 June 2014).
24 UNESCAP (United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific),
The State of Asian Cities 2010/11 (Bangkok: UNESCAP and UNHABITAT, 2012).
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The development pressure led to environmental degradation of Jakarta’s
watersheds. The share of Ciliwung River catchment’s undeveloped land fell
from 66 to 38 percent from 1970 to 2000. From 2000 to 2008 almost the
whole catchment lost all of their significant green and penetrable areas.25
According to data from Balai Pengelolaan Daerah Aliran Sungai (BPDAS)
(Central Management of Regional River Flow) and Institut Pertanian Bogor
(IPB) (Bogor Agricultural University) in 2013,26 the share of forests continues
to decline as they are being converted into open lands and plantations, while
older plantations are converted into settlements and industrial areas. The
further we look downstream and on to the coast, the greater has been the
loss, with undeveloped space dropping to only 2 percent in the northernmost
sections. While housing and human settlement increased the most, by 2000
about 25 percent of the developed area was occupied by industries and
business services, with many industries along the river dumping untreated
wastewater directly into the river, contributing to worsening water quality.27
In Jakarta’s 2007 flood episode, 75 percent of the city was flooded,
displacing a recorded 430,000 people from their homes with direct estimated
economic costs on infrastructure and assets of more than US$900
million.28Adverse health impacts such as diarrhea, skin and respiratory
problems, dengue fever, breakdown of basic urban services, and livelihood
losses linger long after the floodwaters recede.29 Large parts of the city were
disconnected from electricity and telecommunication services, leading to
more than US$1 billion in economic losses from paralyzed business
activities.30 In 2013, while the flood was unusual in that a levy protecting
some of the more affluent areas of the urban core unexpectedly broke, the
overall pattern approximates the flooding of 2007, namely, greatest impacts
____________________
25 Melani Ferianita Fachrul, Diana Hendrawan, and Anita Sitawati, “Land Use and Water Quality
Relationships in the Ciliwung River Basin, Indonesia” (Jakarta: Trisakti University, 2013), http://
konservasidasciliwung.files.wordpress.com/2012/05/46.pdf, accessed 9 June 2014; Kementerian
Lingkungan Hidup (KLH), Peta Segmentasi DAS Ciliwung Propinsi Jawa Barat dan Propinsi D.K.I. Jakarta
(2000–2008)[Ciliwung Watershed Segmentation Map of the Provinces of West Java and DKI Jakarta
(2000–2008)] (Jakarta: Kementerian Lingkungan Hidup, 2013).
26 BPDAS Ciliwung and IPB Agricultural Faculty, Perubahan Tipe Penggunaan Lahan di DAS Ciliwung
Bagian Hulu pada Kurun Waktu 1981–1985, 1985–1990 dan 1981–1990 [Land Use Change in Upstream
Ciliwung Watershed in 1981–1985, 1985–1990 and 1981–1990] (Bogor: BPDAS Ciliwung and IPB
Agricultural Faculty, 2013); BPDAS Ciliwung and IPB Agricultural Faculty, Land Coverage Year 2001
(Bogor: BPDAS Ciliwung and IPB Agricultural Faculty, 2013).
27 Karen Bakker, Michelle Kooy, Nur Endah Shofiani et al., “Disconnected: Poverty, Water Supply
and Development in Jakarta, Indonesia,” Human Development Report Occasional Paper, Human Development
Report 2006, http://hdr.undp.org/en/content/disconnected-poverty-water-supply-and-developmentjakarta-indonesia, accessed 9 June 2014.
28 GFDRR (Global Facility for Disaster Risk Reduction), Disaster Risk Management Programs for
Priority Countries (Washington, DC: World Bank/Global Facility for Disaster Risk Reduction, 2011);
Florian Steinberg, “Jakarta: Environmental Problems and Sustainability,” Habitat International 31
(2007): 354–365.
29 Yayu Yuniar, “Indonesia Dam Bursts, Killing Scores,” The Wall Street Journal, 28 March 2009.
30 Rukmana, “Jakarta Annual Flooding in 2011.”
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are unsurprisingly in coastal areas and along rivers, where flood-prone
settlements of highest risk are located (see figures 3 and 4).31 Although many
have existed for decades and reflect meaningful characteristics of Jakarta’s
urban life and local economy, such as traditional fishermen and labourers
of the fish market along Jakarta’s north coast, these settlements are often
categorized as slums or squatters that increasingly face environmental
constraints such as tidal floods and pollution (figure 5).
Figure 3
Jakarta Floods, 2007 and 2013

Source: Authors based on Bakorsutanal, Banjir Jakarta [Jakarta Floods],
http://www.bakosurtanal.go.id/banjir-jakarta/, accessed 9 June 2014;
Portal Resmi Provinsi DKI Jakarta, Peta Sebaran Banjir dan Lokasi Pengungsi
[Map of Flood Locations and Refugee Camps], 22 January 2013, http://
www.jakarta.go.id/web/news/2013/01/peta-sebaran-banjir-dan-lokasipengungsi, accessed 9 June 2014.
____________________
31 These flood maps may not be accurate as they are highlighted based on administrative
boundaries. Several flooded areas may not be on the map because they were not in the flood report
database. Several areas that are mapped as flooded may not be flooded in their entirety.
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Figure 4
Settlements in Kampung Pulo and Kampung Melayu
along the Ciliwung River

Source: Authors (2013)

Figure 5
Traditional Fishermen’s Settlement in Cilincing, North Jakarta

Source: Authors (2011)
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The Governance of Flooding and Land Development in Jakarta:
1980s to the Present
In response to repeated flooding in cities across the nation, the government’s
National Action Plan for Disaster Risk Reduction 2010–12 (NAPDRR) cited
poor systems for storm water drainage as a principal cause.32 The resulting
proposals for policy and action in Jakarta have focused on flood management
infrastructure such as the East Flood Canal,33 the World Bank-supported
Jakarta Urgent Flood Mitigation Project/Jakarta Emergency Dredging
Initiative ( JUFMP/JEDI),34 Jakarta Comprehensive Flood Management
( JCFM), 35 and the coastal defense management plan (aided by the
Government of the Netherlands), with a proposed massive sea wall in the
coastal waters of Jakarta.36
While these projects can be seen as necessary responses to chronic
flooding, their perspective narrowly attributes the inability to reduce the risk
of floods to government failures due to inadequate finances, institutional
capacities, regulatory frameworks, and lack of experience in dealing with
floods and disasters.37 The dominance of such technical definitions and
solutions to flooding implicitly portrays flooding as a phenomenon caused
by nature38 without reference to land-use changes other than pointing at
poor people, who are said to be living inappropriately along waterways.39 At
the same time, as urban land-development projects increasingly involve shifts
from customary land use to private land ownership and large-scale landdevelopment projects, floods are framed as costs to these enterprises,40 which
____________________
32 BAPPENAS (Badan Perencanaan Pembangunan Nasional [National Development Planning
Agency]), National Action Plan for Disaster Risk Reduction (Jakarta: BAPPENAS, 2010).
33 Ulma Haryanto, “East Flood Canal Finally Reaches Jakarta Bay,” Jakarta Globe, 29 December 2009.
34 The World Bank, Jakarta Urgent Flood Mitigation Project/ Jakarta Emergency Dredging Initiative
Project (JUFMP/JEDI Project), http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/NEWS/0,,contentM
DK:23087004~menuPK:141310~pagePK:34370~piPK:34424~theSitePK:4607,00.html, accessed 9 June
2014.
35 JICA (Japan International Cooperation Agency), “Jakarta Comprehensive Flood Management
Project,” JICA Newsletter volume 1, http://www.jica.go.jp/project/indonesia/006/newsletter/pdf/
JCFM_Newsletter01.pdf, accessed 9 June 2014.
36 JanJaap Brinkman, “Jakarta Coastal Defence Strategy (JCDS) Study: Towards a Public-Private
Partnership for the Coastal Development and Protection of Jakarta” (paper presented at Flood Risk
Management and Urban Resilience workshop, Indonesia, 2 May 2012).
37 Jack D. Kartez and Michael K. Lindell, “Planning for Uncertainty: The Case of Local Disaster
Planning,” Journal of the American Planning Association 53, no. 4 (1987): 487–498; D.J. Parker,
“Introduction to Floods and Flood Management,” in Floods, ed. D. J. Parker (New York: Routledge,
2000), 3–39.
38 Jos Spits et al., “Reframing Floods: Consequences for Urban Riverfront Developments in
Northwest Europe,” Nature and Culture 5, no. 1 (2010): 49–64.
39 Abhas K. Jha, Robin Bloch, and Jessica K. Lamond, Cities and Flooding: A Guide to Integrated
Urban Flood Risk Management for the 21st Century (Washington, DC: World Bank, 2012); World Bank,
Building A Disaster-Resilient Future. Indonesia Rising – Policy Priorities for 2010 and Beyond, no. 53472
(Jakarta: World Bank, 2010); Ian Douglas et al., “Unjust Waters: Climate Change, Flooding and the
Urban Poor in Africa,” Environment and Urbanization 20, no. 1 (2008): 187–205.
40 Gordon Walker et al., “Assembling the Flood: Producing Spaces of Bad Water in the City of
Hull,” Environment and Planning A 43 (2011): 2304–2320.
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are presumed to be the city’s engines of growth. From the perspective of
lower-income people residing in flood-prone areas, these projects are threats
to their lives and livelihoods.
They also obscure the actual causes of floods, which are nested in much
broader causalities, namely, lack of political capacity and will to
environmentally govern Jabodetabek through land-use regulation or other
means. Large-scale, post-colonial transformations of Jakarta and its regional
ecology through major land-development schemes began in earnest in the
1980s. Up to that point in time, Indonesia’s rich outer island resource base
allowed Jakarta to avoid following the development strategies of exportoriented manufacturing associated with the then “newly industrializing
economies” of Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Singapore.
Following the 1973 formation of OPEC (Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries) as much as 80 percent of the national budget dedicated
to national development came from outer island oil exports alone.41 In the
1980s, as oil supplies were projected to rapidly diminish and cash crop export
prices were falling, Suharto’s New Order government opened Indonesia to
the global assembly line that centred on Jakarta. This took the form of
export-processing zones, a new international airport, and the opening of
the city to proliferation of business services and consumer-oriented mega
projects in housing, new towns, and shopping malls.
In subsequent years, government services such as water management
for Jakarta were privatized and land use controls began to be systematically
deregulated. Starting with the development of Bumi Serpong Damai in
1984 as a private new town in Greater Jakarta, real estate developers took
the lead in the ensuing projects that became larger in geographical scale as
new technologies and financial consortia entered into land development
and construction in Asia and around the world.42 Contemporary leading
developers in Indonesia such as the Lippo Group, Bakrieland, Agung
Podomoro, Sinarmas, Summarecon Agung, and Ciputra continue to
dominate the landscape of Greater Jakarta, which in 2013 consisted of 28
new towns, typically as gated communities, supported by the expansion of
toll roads and related public service infrastructure.43
____________________
41 Mike Douglass, “Structural Change and Urbanization in Indonesia: From the ‘Old’ to the
‘New’ International Division of Labor,” in Urbanization in Large Developing Countries, eds. Gavin Jones
and Pravin Visaria (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 111–141.
42 R. Cowherd, “Does Planning Culture Matter: Dutch and American Models in Indonesian
Urban Transformations,” in Comparative Planning Cultures, ed. Bishwapriya Sanyal (New York:
Routledge, 2005), 165–92; Mike Douglass, “Globalization, Mega-projects and the Environment Urban
Form and Water in Jakarta,” Environment and Urbanization Asia 1, no. 1 (2010): 45–65; C. Rakodi and
T. Firman, Planning for an Extended Metropolitan Region in Asia: Jakarta, Indonesia. A Case Study prepared
for Revisiting Urban Planning: Global Report on Human Settlements (Jakarta: UN-HABITAT, 2009).
43 Suryono Herlambang, “Spatial Justice and the Development of New Towns in Jakarta” (paper
presented at the workshop on Spatial Justice in Jakarta, 25–26 January 2013, Universitas Tarumanagara
Jakarta, Indonesia).
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Figure 6
Population Growth of the Jabodetabek, 1905–2010
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Source: Authors based on Mike Douglass and Gavin Jones, “The Morphology of MegaUrban Regions Expansion,” in Mega-Urban Regions in Pacific Asia: Urban Dynamics in a
Global Era, eds. Gavin Jones and Mike Douglass (Singapore: NUS Press, 2008), 19–40;
Badan Pusat Statistik, Sensus Penduduk 2010 [2010 Census], http://sp2010.bps.go.id/,
accessed 9 June 2014.

With the opening of the Jakarta economy to direct investment in
manufacturing and urban services, the city entered a new economic boom
that lasted until the crash of 1997. From a city mostly contained within its
boundaries up to the early 1980s, by 2005 most of its residential population
growth was in peri-Jakarta suburbs in neighbouring provinces (figure 6).
Jobs mostly stayed in Jakarta even as the rising middle-class suburbanized,
resulting in monumental traffic congestion and hazardous air pollution from
emissions. Commuting trips from the surrounding areas to DKI Jakarta
(Daerah Khusus Ibu Kota Jakarta [Special Capital Region of Jakarta])
increased by about ten times between 1985 and 2002, reaching one million
daily commuters in recent years. During the same period, approximately
seventy-five large-scale shopping malls were also built in the region, some of
which were permitted to be located near riverbanks and in supposedly
protected green areas.44 Rather than government guiding land development,
public-private partnerships have resulted in continuous adjustments of plans
to projects completed through approvals often obtained through personal
____________________
44 Florian Steinberg, “Jakarta: Environmental Problems and Sustainability,” Habitat International
31 (2007): 354–365; The Jakarta Post, “Activists Dream of a Tourist-Friendly Ciliwung River,” 8 June
2011.
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relationships among government and private interests.45 As a result, Jakarta’s
open green area was reduced from 40 percent in 1985 to 9 percent by 2002.46
When land surfaces are covered by impervious materials such as roads or
cement, the volume and velocity of runoff increases downstream by as much
as six times the previous rates.47 This has meant that in Jakarta today floods
have changed from a relatively slow natural process with low frequency to
a high-flow, high-frequency process. From these and other combined effects
of clogged waterways, lack of maintenance, ground subsidence, and
infrastructure blockage of water flows, the 2002 flood marked the beginning
of a new era of massive flooding for Jakarta, which still lacks a policy response
capable of addressing the regional as well as neighbourhood-level dynamics
of chronic flooding.
The 1998 economic collapse and subsequent ouster of Suharto’s New
Order regime became a prelude to another new era in the political ecology
of land development in Indonesia. The sudden loss of the economic engine
that had propelled Jabodetabek’s fantastic growth over previous decades did
not slow migration to this mega-urban region. Dramatic contraction of the
entire national economy channelled migration and lower-income residents
into an expanding street and warung (small shop) economy, filling sidewalks
throughout the city and in flood-prone settlements.48 As the economy began
to recover, mega projects quickly resumed at an even grander scale and more
aggressive pace, including luxury condominiums in previously protected
coastal areas (figure 7). Land prices began rising to new levels and the middle
class became more receptive to living in peri-urban housing enclaves, as
corporations focused on the urban core of Jakarta for more shopping centres,
high-rise condominiums, the world’s tallest structures and entertainment
resort complexes.
In understanding that disasters occur in political as well as physical spaces,
Jakarta’s flooding problem has entered into the politics of land use by
becoming a justification for clearing settlements in flood-prone areas of
people labelled as squatters—many of whom have lived along rivers for
decades and even generations without formal land-ownership documents.
Despite the change of tone from demolition to relocation in the new
administration’s official discourse since 2012, evictions continued. For the
planned flood mitigation intervention on the Ciliwung River alone, the
Ministry of Public Works estimated that 71,000 households, or around 350,000
____________________
An editorial of the The Jakarta Post (2011) quoted a government official who admitted that
45
“a small group of powerful business people practically have the final say on major land policies.”
46 Marco Kusumawijaya, Peta Hijau Jakarta [Jakarta Green Map], http://rujak.org/peta-hijau/,
last accessed 9 June 2014; Steinberg, “Jakarta: Environmental Problems and Sustainability”; The Jakarta
Post, “Activists Dream of a Tourist-Friendly Ciliwung River.”
47 Hahm and Fisher, Jakarta: Flood-Free?
48 Abdoumaliq Simone and Vyjayanthi Rao, “Securing the Majority: Living through Uncertainty
in Jakarta,” International Journal of Urban and Regional Research 36, no. 2 (2012): 315–335.
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Figure 7
View from a New Luxury Condominium on Jakarta Bay

Source: Authors (2013)

people, will have to be relocated from the riverbank.49 The Jakarta Legal Aid
Institute (LBH Jakarta) revealed that violations concerning the right to
adequate housing continue to occur, and have affected thousands of people
since 2007 (table 1).
The most extreme case is the current plan for the north coast of Jakarta,
in which slums are increasingly cleared as part of flood management, giving
way to various high-end residential and shopping complexes to appear in
similarly flood-prone areas but with their own power to construct floodprotection facilities. Of all the mega projects now being planned for Jakarta,
none is more illustrative of this process than the plan for a 150 trillion rupiah
(US$12.9 billion) sea wall along the city’s coast.50 When coastal environmental
____________________
49 Lenny Tristia Tambun and Vento Saudale, “350,000 Residents to be Relocated in Rp 250b
Project to Widen Ciliwung,” Jakarta Globe, 18 March 2013, http://www.thejakartaglobe.com/news/
jakarta/350000-residents-to-be-relocated-in-rp-250b-project-to-widen-ciliwung/, accessed 9 June 2014.
50 John-Paul Washer, “Jakarta Governor to Start ‘Great Sea Wall’ Mega Project ASAP,” http://
www.indoboom.com/2013/stories/jakarta-governor-to-start-great-sea-wall-mega-project-asap.html,
accessed 9 June 2014; Lenny Tristia Tambun, “Giant Sea Wall to Become Giant Sea City,” Jakarta Globe,
27 November 2013, http://www.thejakartaglobe.com/news/jakarta/giant-sea-wall-to-become-giant
-sea-city/, accessed 9 June 2014.
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Table 1
Cases Related to the Right to Adequate Housing Handled by
the Jakarta Legal Aid Institute
Year

Number of cases

Number of people affected

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

9
21
8
24
34
23

359
5,104
1,409
7.575
1,176
2,545

Source: Alghiffari Aqsa and Ahmad Biky, “Forced Evictions in DKI Jakarta” (Jakarta:
Jakarta Legal Aid Institute Lembaga Bantuan Hukum Jakarta, 2013), http://alghif.
wordpress.com/2013/09/27/forced-evictions-in-dki-jakarta/, accessed 9 June 2014

concerns were raised about this area in the 1970s, the issue was how to save
the mangroves and related local fishing and livelihoods in and along coastal
waters. Today the concern for land subsidence caused by groundwater overextraction and global sea level rise is not only justifying a sea wall but also a
massive land reclamation project to provide revenues, opening new spaces
for golf courses, Pluit City, a Special Economic Zone, and expansion of the
Taman Impian Jaya Ancol amusement park (figure 8).
Other public-sector projects proposed by the Jakarta government in 2013
include a massive deep tunnel that will traverse the city, with two channels
for underground roads and one lower channel for rainwater runoff drainage
to the sea and utility piping.51
Flooding in Jakarta as a Compound Disaster
Settlements in Jakarta that are prone to evictions are typically high-density
kampung (urban villages) with poor infrastructure services, which adds to
the precarious living conditions. Although the official share of the population
living below the poverty line in Jakarta is under 4 percent, or about 360,000
people,52 it is estimated that nearly 5 million of Jabodetabek’s population
lives in settlements that lack basic infrastructure services. Flood threats and
poor infrastructure services in these kampungs are inseparable from the
deterioration of the city’s water ecology. Most of the 13 rivers flowing through
____________________
51 Jakarta Globe, “Jakarta’s Planned Deep Tunnel to Help Alleviate Flooding, Traffic,” 3 January
2013, http://www.thejakartaglobe.com/archive/jakartas-planned-deep-tunnel-to-help-alleviate
-flooding-traffic/, accessed 9 June 2014.
52 Kementerian Koordinator Bidang Kesejahteraan Rakyat, “BPS: Warga Miskin Jakarta
Bertambah” [BPS: Jakarta’s Poor Population Increases], http://www.menkokesra.go.id/content/
bps-warga-miskin-jakarta-bertambah, accessed 9 June 2014.
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Figure 8
Jakarta’s Great Sea Wall and Reclamation Plan

Source: Kementerian Koordinator Bidang Perekonomian Republik Indonesia [National
Capital Integrated Coastal Development Plan], April 2014, http://en.ncicd.com/wp
-content/uploads/2013/08/Draft-Masterplan-NCICD-LR.pdf, accessed 9 June 2014;
Bakorsutanal, Banjir Jakarta [Jakarta Floods], http://www.bakosurtanal.go.id/banjir
-jakarta/, accessed 9 June 2014; Portal Resmi Provinsi DKI Jakarta, Peta Sebaran Banjir
dan Lokasi Pengungsi [Map of Flood Locations and Refugee Camps], 22 January 2013,
http://www.jakarta.go.id/web/news/2013/01/peta-sebaran-banjir-dan-lokasi
-pengungsi, accessed 9 June 2014.

the city are heavily polluted. The main source of Jakarta’s piped water supply
is the Citarum River, originating in the neighbouring province of West
Java.53 The piped water system only reaches 60 percent of Jakarta residents
and depending on the area might not consistently deliver water 24 hours a
day, as there has not been a sufficient increase in raw water supply intake for
the whole city.54
____________________
53 Vincent Fournier et al., Palyja “Water For All” Programs in Western Jakarta, in Investing in Water
for a Green Economy: Services, Infrastructure, Policies and Management (UNEP) (London: Routledge,
2010), 198–212.
54 BPP SPAM (Badan Pendukung Pengembangan Sistem Penyediaan Air Minum), Kinerja PDAM
Tahun 2009 Wilayah I, Pulau Jawa [PDAM (Perusahaan Daerah Air Minum/Local Water Utility
Company) Performance Year 2009 Region I, Java] (Jakarta: Badan Pendukung Pengembangan Sistem
Penyediaan Air Minum [BPP SPAM], Kementrian Pekerjaan Umum, 2010). In 2012, many poor
households who have water connections were re-categorized in a higher water customer category,
which resulted in these households having to pay double the water bill compared to before recategorization. The relatively expensive piped water discourages subscribers to utilize the service when
income is limited.
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Under these conditions, decision making to manage water becomes
complex. For example, although approximately 40 percent of the residents
at Kampung Pulo, a frequently flooded kampung, have a piped water supply,
they tend to only use it after floods to clean their homes, as the quality of
piped water was usually very bad and could not be used for drinking after
floods.55 Questions over reliability and quality of water led many Jakarta
residents to continue relying on groundwater. It is also suspected that many
business and commercial establishments also continue to rely on groundwater,
which in turn accelerates land subsidence.56 Recent research by the Tifa
Foundation estimated that more than 100 million m³ of groundwater is
extracted for business and commercial purposes in Jakarta annually, 13 times
greater than the official figures.57 Groundwater has also been contaminated
due to poor sanitation and sewerage services in Jakarta. BPLHD (Badan
Pengendalian Lingkungan Hidup Daerah [Regional Environmental Agency])
research in 2007 revealed that 63 percent of Jakarta’s groundwater is
contaminated by fecal coli or E. coli.58 Groundwater pollution hazards are
exacerbated when it is combined with the increasing frequency of floods
that affect wells in riverbank settlements.
Surface water is also problematic. Both the Indonesian Science Institute
(LIPI) and the community-based Ciliwung Institute found that there are
currently less than twenty species of fish in the Ciliwung, compared to 187
species in 1910.59 A study by the Ministry of Environment from 2004 to 2006
revealed that the levels of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and the
chemical oxygen demand (COD) of the Ciliwung River increase significantly
when the water reaches downstream, which perpetuates the inability of the
river to sustain aquatic life. This condition was caused by “the introduction
of liquid waste from the District of Bogor, the City of Bogor, the City of
Depok, and the Province of DKI Jakarta.”60
The combination of insufficient water supply infrastructure and services,
groundwater over-extraction, surface water pollution, deregulated land use,
and industrial waste dumping and land subsidence exacerbates the impact
of flooding on the livelihoods of those in flood-prone neighbourhoods. While
compound disasters are often assumed to be multiple disasters triggered by
____________________
55 Interview with Kampung Pulo residents, 8 August 2013.
56 Hasanuddin Z. Abidinet al., “Land Subsidence of Jakarta (Indonesia) and Its Relation with
Urban Development,” Natural Hazards 59 (2011): 1753–1771.
57 T. Supriyadi, Menunggu Jakarta Tenggelam [Jakarta Drowning] (documentary film) (Jakarta:
Amrta Institute Yayasan Tifa, 2013).
58 Supriyadi, Menunggu Jakarta Tenggelam.
59 Ari Rikin, “Students Promote Clean Ciliwung,” Jakarta Globe, 26 March 2013, http://www.
thejakartaglobe.com/news/students-promote-clean-ciliwung/, accessed 12 May 2014; The Jakarta Post,
“Big Rivers Lose Most of their Fish Species,” 14 May 2010, http://www.thejakartapost.com/
news/2010/05/14/big-rivers-lose-most-their-fish-species.html, accessed 12 May 2014.
60 Maulyani Djadjadilaga, Hermono Sigit, and Aksa Tejalaksana, “From Data to Policy (Ciliwung
River Water Quality Management),” The State Ministry of Environment To The Republic of Indonesia, 2010,
http://www.wepa-db.net/pdf/0810forum/paper22.pdf, accessed 12 May 2014.
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an initial disaster, such as an earthquake generating a tsunami or landslide,
Jakarta’s urban flooding is inherently a compounding of interrelated disasters
with significant impacts on livelihoods that are largely generated by
unregulated and deregulated uneven development. Rather than exposing
weaknesses of governance and hence creating an opening for a more
sustainable and equitable way of urban management, Jakarta’s flooding has
become the archetypal justification to displace marginalized communities
who are directly affected by the floods. Thus the intermix of environmental
disasters compounds into the destruction of living spaces and livelihoods in
the political ecology of land-use planning, or lack of planning, in Jakarta.
The contrast between acute flood problems in communities and the
proliferation of mega projects in Jakarta reiterates floods as challenges to
the residents’ right to the city.61 Marginalized residents along Jakarta’s
riverbanks have to live alongside polluted rivers that function as the city’s
rubbish trough. Some communities have lived on riverbanks for three
decades or more with or without legal land tenure, but in the past,
government tolerated the squatting as they integrated into the city’s economy
through various jobs and professions without sufficient affordable housing
options.62 However, recent property booms and new mega projects are leading
to a reversal of this tolerance as the government clears or allows those with
official land titles to clear more kampungs in the name of flood prevention
and the ever more fevered reconstruction of Jakarta into a global city.
Community Mobilizations for the Right to the City
“The river was our playground … During my childhood [in the
1970s], we could see fish in the [Ciliwung] river. We could dip our
feet in the river and catch the fish with our hands.” 63
“All of these used to be swamp lands. You see those apartment towers
there? There used to be just some bushes on swamps and there were lots
of fish. Now this area is really built up.” 64
Flood management, urban land use changes, spatial marginalization, and
community mobilization in a democratized political system may come
____________________
61 David Harvey, Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City to the Urban Revolution (London: Verso, 2012);
Henri Lefebvre, Writings on Cities (Oxford: Blackwell, 1996); Mark Purcell, “Excavating Lefebvre: The
Right to the City and its Urban Politics of the Inhabitant,” GeoJournal 58, no. 2–3 (2002): 99–108.
62 Rita Padawangi, “The Right to Flood-Free Homes: Urban Floods, Spatial Justice and Social
Movements in Jakarta, Indonesia,” in Global Visions: Risks and Opportunities for the Urban Planet, eds. J.
Widodo, J. Rosemann, L.B. Liang and A. Gonzalez-Brun (Singapore: National University of Singapore,
2012), 199–212.
63 Interview with a long-term resident in Bukit Duri, Jakarta, 6 March 2014.
64 Interview with a long-term resident in Muara Baru, Waduk Pluit area, 24 November 2013.
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together to create new political dynamics and possibilities for addressing
floods in ways that also assist neighbourhoods to gain resilience. Several
communities caught in the growing risk of flooding and the destruction of
their community in the name of flood prevention are mobilizing their own
resources to create alternative means of resilience to floods to allow them
to stay. Presently, community members in Waduk65 Pluit on Jakarta’s north
coast who are subjected to eviction are working together with the University
of Indonesia and a network of overseas universities to be involved in
resettlement planning and building design.66 Evictions of residents in Waduk
Ria Rio, also in North Jakarta, triggered lawyer activists to assist in legal
processes, including livelihood maintenance and fair compensation.67 Along
with democracy and the rise of Joko Widodo—the former mayor of Solo,
with a pro-poor political reputation—as the new governor of Jakarta in 2012,
voices against evictions have begun to gain new social energy in recent years.68
In a city where various social movements and NGOs have flourished over
the years of political reform following the end of the New Order government
of Suharto in 1998, flood resistance initiatives can become avenues to relate
everyday experiences with expanding the right to the city. As noted earlier,
the Ciliwung is the main river flowing through Jakarta, Depok, and Bogor,
all part of the Jabodetabek mega-urban region. Many houses in Bukit Duri,
Kampung Pulo, and Kampung Melayu already have second, or even third,
floors as places where families can evacuate to during floods.69 The increasing
frequency and severity of floods have led to community strategies to reduce
risks. Residents in these communities face a higher risk of becoming “bad
water victims” in general—not just flood, but polluted flood and also polluted
water in their everyday life, which affects their hygiene conditions.70
Communities along the Ciliwung River have responded by organizing various
activities to gain resilience to repeated flooding. Some of the most notable
initiatives are identified and briefly described in Table 2.
Residents in several communities have developed flood warning systems
that utilize a public announcement board to regularly publicize the water
level at each water gate from the upstream Ciliwung River as well as electronic
walkie-talkies to communicate with the water gate keepers in real time.
____________________
65 Waduk is an Indonesian term for reservoir.
66 United Nations General Assembly, “Report of the Special Rapporteur on adequate housing
as a component of the right to an adequate standard of living, and on the right to non-discrimination
in this context, Raquel Rolnik,” Human Rights Council Twenty-fifth Session, 26 December 2013; interview
with a long-term resident in Muara Baru, Waduk Pluit area, 24 November 2013.
67 Azas Tigor Nainggolan, interview by Rita Padawangi, Jakarta, August 2013. Azas is the leader
of FAKTA (an NGO that works with Jakarta’s urban poor).
68 Aqsa and Biky, “Forced Evictions in DKI Jakarta”; Fikri Zaki Muhammadi, “Resistance to
Eviction in Muara Baru from only a few,” The Jakarta Post, 21 May 2013.
69 Based on field observation and ordinary exchanges with members of the community.
70 Pauline Texier, “Floods in Jakarta: When the Extreme Reveals Daily Structural Constraints
and Mismanagement,” Disaster Prevention and Management 17, no. 3 (2008): 358–372.
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Mapping polluters, fish species, weekly trash collection (mulung)

Gadog

Bogor

Bojonggede,
Bogor

Depok

Ciliwung River Fishing
Community

Komunitas Peduli Ciliwung
Bogor

Komunitas Ciliwung
Bojonggede

Komunitas Ciliwung Depok

Mat Peci

•

Cawang, Jakarta Community gardening

Komunitas Kampung Kramat Cililitan, Jakarta Mapping polluters, fish species, weekly trash collection (mulung)

Komunitas Ciliwung Condet Condet, Jakarta Mapping polluters, fish species, weekly trash collection (mulung), trash tours
– Ciliwung Adventure
– Ciliwung Institute

Mapping polluters, fish species, weekly trash collection (mulung), mapping
new developments

Mapping polluters, fish species, weekly trash collection (mulung), mapping
new developments

Mapping polluters, fish species, weekly trash collection (mulung), mapping
new developments

Mapping polluters, fish species, weekly trash collection (mulung), mapping
new developments, river tours

Activities

Komunitas Ciliwung Puncak Cisampay Tugu
selatan

Location

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Community initiatives

Initiatives/ Organizations

Table 2
Community Empowerment along the Ciliwung River
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Solo and Jakarta Mapping and information sharing

Kota Kita

•

Jakarta

Jakarta

Plan Indonesia

Lembaga Pemberdayaan
Masyarakat Jakarta (LPMJ)

Gerakan Ciliwung Bersih

Networking among academic institutions, NGOs, and government to raise
awareness and conduct programs to rehabilitate Ciliwung River’s
environmental quality

Providing a platform for various initiatives and NGOs to work together

Sources: Various, compiled by authors as of September 2013.

•

Ciliwung
watershed

Disaster emergency response, rehabilitation, research, capacity building
and networking

Jakarta

Yayasan Tanggul Bencana
Indonesia (YTBI)

Health, sanitation, education, livelihoods and protection of children,
disaster risk management

Field conservation action, policy advocacy and promotion, bird
conservation data and information

Bird Life Indonesia / Burung Bogor
Indonesia

Community networks

•

•

•

•

Bogor

Telapak

•

Environmental research

Bukit Duri,
Jakarta

Art and community activities, composting, free doctor and dentist services,
children’s library, community design workshops, community mapping,
legal advice on land tenure

Activities

Ciliwung Merdeka

Location

•

NGOs on the Ciliwung River

Initiatives/ Organizations
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Texier’s study in Bukit Duri, Kampung Pulo, and Kampung Melayu revealed
that 68 percent of the respondents knew that the area was flooded annually,
more than 45 percent were aware of water-borne diseases and drowning risks,
and most of them were fully aware of the need to wash hands and to boil
water at the same level of WHO standards. Surveys among residents along
the Ciliwung watershed in Jakarta show in general good knowledge of natural
and human causes of floods.71 This is considerably higher than the rate for
Jakarta as a whole, where only 19 percent of respondents have some kind of
flood mitigation program and more than 75 percent have not participated
in any flood mitigation program.72
Radical critics of typical hazard reduction approaches argue that “most
disasters are principally the result of marginalization, poverty and deprivation,”73
rather than extreme weather conditions. Most of the dwellers in these
kampung are migrants,74 although they may not be relatively new migrants.
Recent interviews with residents at Kampung Pulo revealed that most of the
new migrants were those that came in the 1970s, although there were also
newer additions to the community from marriages. Many reject the accusation
that they are illegal settlers, claiming that their families have been there for
two or three generations.75 Following the floods in January 2014 that
inundated Kampung Pulo for three weeks straight, many are now tired of
being flooded. With no positive assistance to allow them to improve their
resilience and stay, some residents are agreeing to speedy resettlement to
readily available units in farther-away areas, although most still prefer to wait
for the completion of the promised Jatinegara flats in the vicinity.76
The residents’ livelihood reliance on home businesses, proximity to the
market as their workplace and social place in the community become reasons
to adapt to the flood situations, to manage self-help for evacuations during
floods, as well as to mobilize resistance against eviction. Stories of floods that
destroyed assets of small businesses and families, which have serious
consequences on residents’ livelihoods, become everyday risks that they have
to face, adapt to, and overcome.77 The destruction of food stocks at street
____________________
71 Texier, “Floods in Jakarta,” 358–372.
72 Emma Akmalah and Neil S. Grigg, “Jakarta Flooding: Systems Study of Socio-Technical Forces,”
Water International 36, no. 6 (2011): 733–747.
73 Neil Macdonald, Dave Chester, Heather Sangster et al., “The Significance of Gilbert F. White’s
1945 Paper ‘Human Adjustment to Floods’ in the Development of Risk and Hazard Management,”
Progress in Physical Geography 36, no. 1 (2011): 130.
74 Texier, “Floods in Jakarta,” 358–372.
75 Vivanews, “Dituding Tinggal di Tanah Sengketa, Warga Kampung Pulo Tolak Relokasi” [Accused
of Settling in Disputed Land, Kampung Pulo Residents Resist Relocation] 2014, http://us.metro.news.
viva.co.id/news/read/494880-dituding-tinggal-di-tanah-sengketa--warga-kampung-pulo-tolak-relokasi,
accessed 8 April 2014.
76 “Warga Kampung Pulo Tolak Relokasi Tawaran Jokowi” [Kampung Pulo Residents Reject
Jokowi’s Relocation], Kompas Online, 3 February 2014, http://megapolitan.kompas.com/read/2014/
02/03/1223533/Warga.Kampung.Pulo.Tolak.Relokasi.Tawaran.Jokowi, accessed 8 April 2014.
77 Interview with a community leader in Kampung Pulo, 8 August 2013.
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vendors’ homes, the shutdown of small-scale manufacturers, and damages to
furniture and electronic appliances are some of these serious consequences.78
The focus of NGOs that work intensively with dense, low-income urban
settlements in Jakarta is often on resisting eviction. For example, Ciliwung
Merdeka, an NGO in Bukit Duri, presented the Kampung Susun (vertical
urban village) vision as an alternative on-site resettlement proposal to the
governor, based on discussions in community workshops.79 The same NGO
had previously established a Compost House that involved residents in
Kampung Melayu, Kampung Pulo, and Bukit Duri to recycle organic waste
and continuously conduct flood rescue and relief efforts that are often faster
than the ones from the government.80 The community is able to maintain
flood rescue and relief efforts on its own. But due to high resource demands
and the importance of getting legal land tenure in the process, the
resettlement proposal and compost house are difficult to sustain without
reciprocating responses from government, which have not been forthcoming.
Other community groups and NGOs that are focusing on environmental
restoration of the river might not agree with those who are fighting eviction,
as environmental groups view riverbank settlement clearance as necessary
to return the natural capacities of the river.81 An example of this is the
Komunitas Ciliwung (Ciliwung Community) network, which focuses on
criticizing development trajectories and providing evidences from their
ground mapping studies. The Ciliwung Community activities grew organically
from relatively small initiatives. Besides conducting a study on fish species
in the river, they previously completed a mapping exercise of industrial
polluters along the Ciliwung riverbank and recently documented riverbank
land-use conversion along the stream. Their regular community activities
include weekly trash collection in several localities along the river.82 These
Ciliwung communities’ belief in restoring the Ciliwung River has also resulted
in cooperation among NGOs and community initiatives, such as the “2011
Ciliwung Tourism Year” gathering in June 2011, which brought several
community initiatives together to conduct outdoor movie screenings,
traditional games, trash cleanups, storytelling sessions, recycled product
workshops, bird watching, performances, and team training activities.83Another
____________________
78 Mark Caljouw and Peter J-M. Nas, “Flooding in Jakarta: Towards a Blue City with Improved
Water Management,” Journal of the Humanities & Social Sciences of Southeast Asia 161, no. 4 (2005):
454-484; interviews with Kampung Pulo residents, August 2013.
79 Interview with Sandyawan Sumardi, leader of Ciliwung Merdeka, 17 June 2014.
80 The Jakarta Post, “Communities Instill New Habits for a Cleaner Jakarta,” 24 February 2009,
http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2009/02/24/communities-instill-new-habits-a-cleaner-jakarta.
html, accessed 12 May 2014.
81 Based on discussions with Komunitas Ciliwung activists, 5 March 2014 and 15 June 2014.
82 Based on discussions with Komunitas Peduli Ciliwung Bogor activists, 5 July 2013.
83 The Jakarta Post, “Activists Dream.” NGOs and community initiatives are differentiated based
on their legal status. Community initiatives include Rumah Pohon, Halimun Green Camp, Teens Go
Green, Komunitas Lantan Bentala, Tim Relawan Kota, Komunitas Peduli Ciliwung Bogor, Dongeng
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Figure 9
Ciliwung River Tour, Komunitas Ciliwung Condet

Source: Authors (2014)

community initiative along the Ciliwung riverbank, Masyarakat Peduli Ciliwung
(Mat Peci), converted their garbage-filled riverbank into a community garden
with water-absorbing plants.84
Paradoxically, technical solutions from the government have recently
become a tool to bring these groups together. Both environmentalist and
humanitarian groups rejected the recent implementation of the river
concrete embankment normalisasi (normalization) plan (figure 10). While
Ciliwung Community argued that normalisasi would destroy the river’s natural
environment, groups against eviction argued that normalisasi would uproot
many residents from their local economies. Activists from both groups started
visiting and inviting each other to their respective community activities,
____________________
Segar, and Rumah Baca. Not all have agendas directly related to the Ciliwung River, but they joined
together for this particular event. Jakarta floods have also gained attention from international NGOs
such as Plan Indonesia and the Indonesian Disaster Prevention Foundation (Yayasan Tanggul Bencana
Indonesia/YTBI), which conducted five-month risk reduction training in local schools in 2009. See
Prodita Sabarini, “NGOs Prepare Students to Face Floods,” The Jakarta Post, 8 August 2009, http://
www.thejakartapost.com/news/2009/08/08/ngos-prepare-students-face-floods.html, accessed 12
May 2014.
84 Kementerian Lingkungan Hidup, “Aksi Masyarakat Untuk Penyelamatan Sungai Ciliwung”
[People’s Action to Save Ciliwung River,] http://www.menlh.go.id/aksi-masyarakat-untuk-penyelamatan
-sungai-ciliwung/, accessed 5 March 2013.
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Figure 10
Normalisasi: Concrete Piling in the Ciliwung River,
with Riverbank Settlements in the Background

Source: Photograph courtesy of Ariel Glenesk Shepherd (2014)

including river trekking expeditions (see figure 9) and an online petition
against betonisasi sungai (riverbank concretization). For at least three months
the exchanges continued to occur through many discussions and arguments
on what the river should become, but the presence of a commonly despised
plan that had started construction in several points along the river inarguably
catalyzed the process to start regular communications. Besides rejecting river
embankment construction, the groups also advocate against the giant sea
wall, deep tunnel, and the upstream dam that are offered as one package of
engineering solutions by the national and local government of Jakarta for
flood management, opting instead for a green approach along the river
corridor.
The officially proposed Jakarta Comprehensive Flood Management
(JCFM) plan, which features Integrated Flood Management, acknowledges
that engineering solutions there are “insufficient.” It emphasizes the need
to generate and share information, enable stakeholder participation, clearly
defined rights, powers, and obligations, as well as good coordination and
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integration across institutional boundaries in the form of a Comprehensive
Flood Management Committee.85 While the importance of coordination
and cooperation of existing institutions is emphasized, the proposal has not
called for efforts to identify existing community initiatives along the Ciliwung
River or to consciously involve them in the early stages of planning. Despite
acknowledgement of the importance of bottom-up approaches through
local consultations in the conceptualization of Jakarta’s mid-term plan
(RPJMD, Rencana Pembangunan Jangka Menengah Daerah [Mid-term Local
Development Plan] 2013–2017), official narratives and projects of flood
mitigation are still dominated by engineering solutions.
Technical solutions, therefore, are still directed towards fixing flood
problems as a matter that is separate from maintaining existing meaningful
communities in the city. Although immediate actions to restore the river are
manifestly important, engineering solutions have not addressed the root
causes exacerbating chronic flooding in Jakarta. Instead, the technical fixes
would potentially further victimize the victims by uprooting them from their
social and economic place in their communities. In lieu of supporting
government programs, community-based movements, NGOs, and networks
are beginning long-term processes that hold promise for not only directly
addressing flood issues but also moving beyond them to cover a wider range
of community resilience issues and—through networking among kampungs—
to scale up to gain social and political capacities to better secure the right
to live and flourish in the city.
Tables 2 and 3 give examples of the three crucial dimensions of community
empowerment. At the first level, community initiatives that focus on resolving
immediate problems include activities such as river monitoring and clean-up,
eviction resistance, housing, health, sanitation, education, information
gathering and sharing, and livelihood support. On a second front are a
number of efforts focusing on legal and political reform to expand the right
to the city, which covers issues ranging from land and housing rights to
freedom of speech and assembly. On a third level, some community-centred
organizations are networking with others to jointly host events, carry out
advocacy and awareness programs, and more generally show pan-community
solidarity that can expand their political voice.
Success at all three levels is needed to ensure that episodes of flooding
do not continue to repeatedly occur with the same or even worse debilitating
outcomes. Community-based initiatives and non-profit, non-governmental
organizations are good at identifying and remedying immediate problems
because they are engaged in the everyday practices of community self-help
and have vested interests in campaigning for the right to the city with regard
____________________
85 Takaya Tanaka, “Outline of the Draft of Comprehensive Flood Management (CFMP) in
Ciliwung River Basin,” Discussion on Flood Management measures in Ciliwung River Basin, presentation,
Jakarta, 18 March 2013; Widagdo, “Coordination within Comprehensive Flood Management,”
Discussion on Flood Management measures in Ciliwung River Basin, presentation, Jakarta, 18 March 2013.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Rafts for evacuation, open house -for refuge
-Mapping land-use violations by
industries and sites
-Mapping fish species

Species diversity

Environmental
clean-up

Disaster risk
mitigation
Land-use violations

--

--

Komunitas Ciliwung

--Seeking funding opportunities from
private companies for communitybased research and field activities,
but some groups in the network
refuse outside funding, emphasize
voluntarism and commitment
Community recycling for art and Weekly trash collection (mulung),
craft
trash tours, mapping polluters

Gatherings to socialize, eviction
issues
Community workshops for
alternative on-site housing
Community mapping
Free doctor and dentist services
Funding for compost house,
musical theatre

Ciliwung Merdeka

Relocation
Welfare concerns
Obtain financing for
improvements

Upgrading

•

•

Prevent eviction

•

Resolving immediate problems

Dimension

--

--

Trash collection events,
engagement of universities
for research
--

--Financing from various
contributors, institutions,
and corporations

--

--

Gerakan Ciliwung Bersih
(GCB)

Table 3
Tracking Advances in Participatory Disaster Governance along the Ciliwung

Ciliwung Merdeka

•

•

•

•

•

•

Campaign for on-site housing
rehabilitation

Campaign to the governor for
alternative housing

--

Local businesses and crafts as
features of housing design

Community gatherings at
“Sanggar” (the open house)

--

Right to land and
housing

Right to directly
participate in
governance

Right to collective
consumption

Right to livelihoods

Freedoms of speech
and assembly

Right to peaceful
protest

Expanding the right to the city

Dimension

As a platform for academic
institutions, NGOs, and
government for a better
Ciliwung

--

Gerakan Ciliwung Bersih
(GCB)

Protest through social media and
websites; protest on the river
(Ciliwung Revolution)

Community gatherings at specific
locations along the river

--

--

--

--

Campaign for the right to enjoy a
Programs to rehabilitate
naturally beautiful river for fishing, Ciliwung’s environmental
recreation, etc.
quality

Invited for consultations with the
Ministry of Public Works

Campaign to persecute land-use
violators, typically big real estate
and institutions

Komunitas Ciliwung

Table 3 continued

Ciliwung Merdeka

Musical theatre, people’s market

Collaborations with institutions

--

--

Holding joint events

Making formal
collaborative
agreements

Pooling resources

Creating umbrella
organization

Source: Authors.

•

•

•

•

Scaling up through networking

Dimension

Gerakan Ciliwung Bersih
(GCB)

--

--

GCB as the umbrella
platform

Channelling funds from
various resources

Collaborations with universities for
Collaborations among the
research and with primary schools
institutions
for river adventure outdoor activities

Ciliwung Day celebrations, marathons, Events to inaugurate and
expeditions, bamboo rafting
celebrate programs and
successes

Komunitas Ciliwung
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to such challenges as evictions and flooding. But they usually have limited
resources in scaling up their effort to establish widely adopted policies,
programs, or projects. Scaling up is often outside the directive of their
organizations. Meanwhile, a network that brings together government
institutions, corporations, universities, and some communities has the
capacity to scale up the initiative, but the richness of local knowledge is not
as deep as the community-based initiatives and NGOs. Local community
organizations are skeptical about joining these networks or receiving funding
to implement the programs because of the risk of being used for political
campaigns,86 which is consistent with the lack of trust in the government that
inspired the beginning of their initiatives. These continuing impediments
to scaling up from kampung-level responses are the most formidable
limitations facing flood mitigation and the compounding impacts that
flooding has at both neighbourhood and city levels.
Conclusions: Toward Participatory Solutions in Flooding Governance
Over the past few decades, Jakarta has grown from a megacity into a megaurban region in which explosive land-use changes, a rising civil society, and
environmental vulnerabilities, including flooding, have intertwined with the
dynamics of urban transformations spilling far beyond the city’s boundaries.
In this context large-scale floods can be seen as ruptures in the political
ecology of the city that can either strengthen or unsettle the status quo.
While events on the scale of the 2002, 2007, and 2013 floods have had the
effect of bringing flooding into the political consciousness of Jakarta
residents, outcomes in terms of giving greater voice to those impacted by
floods are still uncertain.
A political ecology approach emphasizes that floods and related
compounding disasters in Jakarta are largely human-induced and political
in nature. However, the response of government has been to depoliticize
these disasters by treating them as acts of nature that require technical
management, which includes ousting people from riverbanks for their own
safety while admonishing them for contributing to flooding.
While engineering and technical contributions to clearing canals are
undoubtedly needed, these continue to be mobilized to keep solutions to
flooding proceeding along with business as usual, which often results in
community displacements rather than community resilience. At the same
time, with democratization has come greater public awareness and open
dissatisfaction with the dysfunctional ways that corruption and fragmentation
of planning have inhibited coherent solutions to flooding and land-use
____________________
86 Based on authors’ discussions with representatives of Ciliwung Merdeka and Komunitas
Ciliwung, October 2013.
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inequities across the city region.87 Affected communities are pushing back
through protests and are organizing their own self-help actions to gain
resilience to flooding without moving from where they live. Government
itself is not monolithic, and some of its agencies are also trying to support
community efforts, even if these are not yet capable of shifting entrenched
government policies that continue to favour resettlement over in situ
community renovations.
Can grassroots efforts effectively change the politics of flooding? In the
discussion above, three types of inquiries have been made to answer this
question. One asks whether communities are becoming more resilient in
addressing specific risks of flooding, such as voluntarily moving houses back
from river banks or cleaning rivers of debris. The second asks whether people
in these communities are gaining legal and other politically validated
mechanisms that give them an equal footing with government and business
interests in having the right to participate in city-making and to continue to
stay where they currently reside. The third asks whether neighbourhood-level
efforts are able to form citywide community mobilizations that are capable
of using people’s social capital and institutional support to generate an
alternative pathway of development.
In addressing the first question, the cases compiled here readily show that
people caught in the growing risk of flooding are not standing idly by and
waiting for government to take action on their behalf. They are instead
mobilizing their own resources to resist evictions and to create alternative
means of resilience to floods to allow them to stay in their communities.
Some communities are gaining resilience through their own efforts. When
they work well, they generate feelings of efficacy and enthusiasm to take on
more community projects.
The question of legal means toward gaining the right to the city is complex.
Past lawsuits against the government for negligence that caused citywide
flooding have managed to increase attention towards the issue, but have so
far failed to gain victory through the legal system.88 At the same time, some
government agencies are more oriented toward working with communities
than are others, and some local governments in Jabodetabek are more
progressive in supporting issues of social justice than are others. Of
importance at this scale is the emergence of non-profit legal assistance
organizations that are working with residents to inform them of their rights.
The third question about networking finds that some communities that
live along the Ciliwung River have been able to join together in mutually
supporting ways. So far these are limited to events to symbolically proclaim
____________________
87 Akmalah and Grigg, “Jakarta Flooding,” 733–747; Imelda Simanjuntak, Niki Frantzeskaki, Bert
Enserink et al., “Evaluating Jakarta’s Flood Defence Governance: The Impact of Political and
Institutional Reforms,” Water Policy 14 (2012): 561–580.
88 Padawangi, “The Right to Flood-free Homes.”
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shared histories and common purpose. Some pooling of resources is
occurring, but as of yet there is no pan-Ciliwung organization or formal
associations to push for wider alternative planning. The lack of trust in
the government has been one of the factors spurring the flourishing of
community initiatives. But moving from protest and dissatisfaction to
longer-term solutions through inter-community collaborations is only just
beginning.
In the milieu of increasingly frequent major disruptions from flooding,
Jakarta is nonetheless experiencing promising changes.89 Kampung residents,
NGOs, and professionals are increasingly trying to work collaboratively
towards common goals of building flood-disaster-resilient communities.
Community initiatives and existing community flood-warning systems, as
seen along the Ciliwung, demonstrate that many initiatives are also
empowering people to expand their right to the city. In these ways, floods,
urban land-use changes, spatial marginalization, and community mobilization
are all coming together to create new political dynamics that can assist
neighbourhoods to gain resilience not just at the time of flooding, but by
building communities for their long-term social and economic vitality. A free
press, online activism, and community mobilizations around flooding are
constantly on view, as are the technical projects that reach massive scales and
costs without creating long-term solutions. In this context, Jakarta’s flooding
problem is also becoming a rallying point for furthering political and
institutional changes toward the broader goal of turning Jakarta from a topdown managed city into a city democratically governed by and for its
residents.
National University of Singapore, Singapore, December 2014

____________________
89 In 2013, the governor called for a moratorium on the construction of shopping malls, along
with public acknowledgement that there are too many built-up areas that take away public space in
the city. Currently, there are 173 malls in Jakarta. See Corry Elyda, “New Malls to Pop Up Despite
Planned Moratorium,” The Jakarta Post, 19 September 2013. Real estate companies immediately vowed
to work to cancel the moratorium. See Tempo, “Jokowi Pantau Lokasi Banjir Rob Pademangan.”
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